
CLCS IT Consolidation and Move to Woodstock 
CLCS is moving to a new physical location (Woodstock) in the summer of 2014, and the Linde Group will be 
assisting with the IT restructuring that will be necessary. The document that follows is a collection of best-case 
recommendations that we think will make the transition as smooth as possible. 
Costs provided are estimates as of 4/24/2014. Updated quotes will be provided as items are approved for purchasing. 

!
Overview 

Our philosophy for these recommendations is to 
reuse as much of the current IT infrastructure as 
possible, while still taking the opportunity to 
streamline the system. 

Whenever two systems owned by Nea and ACLC 
are deemed redundant, we will first try to identify an 
alternative use for one of the systems. If we cannot 
use it for some other purpose, we’ll determine 
whether it has any resale value. Only if it can’t be 
reused or resold will we recommend discarding a 
system. 

We understand that CLCS will be under a lot of pressure between the end of school and the July 1 deadline for 
vacating the old buildings. We’ll try to schedule ample Linde Group help in advance of those weeks, so we can be 
available to make things go smoothly. 

!
General internet connectivity 

	 Background:	 Nea has two Comcast cable connections, one at upper village (UV) and one at                      
lower village (LV). ACLC has a single TelePacific DSL connection, which was 
renewed for 3 years starting last year. 

	 Proposed action:	 After school ends, turn down one of Nea’s Comcast lines, move it to Woodstock,               
and use it as the primary internet connection for the new combined CLCS facility. 

	 	 Move ACLC’s TelePacific connection to Woodstock and use it as the secondary                                          
internet connection. (This could take up to 60 days.) 

	 	 Cancel Nea’s remaining Comcast line. (Linde Group will check to make sure there’s                                          
no early termination fee for this.) 

	 Time and cost estimates:	 4-8 hours Linde Group time to work with Comcast/TelePacific on the move.   

	 	 Zero cost, assuming no early termination fee from either Comcast or TelePacific.                                          
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Move timeline and deadlines  

• June 12 — Last day of school 
• June 13 — Facilitator work day 
• Week of June 16 (tentative) — Shut down and box up 

IT equipment 
• Week of June 16 (tentative) — Begin setting up major 

IT equipment at Woodstock 
• Week of June 23 (tentative) — Finish major IT 

equipment, set up and test peripheral equipment 
• July 1 — All equipment must be out of old locations



Internet connectivity at Boys & Girls Club office 

	 Background:	 n/a                      

	 Proposed action:	 For staff housed in the Boys & Girls Club office, our current plan is to have them use               
the existing B&GC wireless network. 

	 	 The advantages of this include zero configuration time, since the network is already                                          
up and running, and easy distribution of the B&GC password among the staff. 

	 	 The disadvantages come into play when staff need access to on-premise hosted                                          
services, such as file shares, directory services, or backup systems. Staff would 
either need to connect using a slow VPN connection to the main CLCS network, or 
we would need to set up a site-to-site VPN between CLCS and B&GC. 

	 	 Per Patti’s request, we will try their existing wireless network and revisit this topic if                                          
access problems arise. 

	 Time and cost estimates:	 For now, zero time and zero cost.   

Phone network 

	 Background:	 Nea’s phone system is included in the lease of their building. ACLC owns their                      
system outright. 

	 Proposed action:	 Nea and ACLC will be leaving behind their existing phone systems, and taking over               
the phone system at Woodstock. 

	 	 Patti has the contact information for the phone system vendor at ACLC and will be                                          
leading this project herself. 

	 Time and cost estimates:	 Time and cost will be determined by Patti and the phone system vendor.   

Wired network 

	 Background:	 Nea’s and ACLC’s networks are fully gigabit compatible, and all existing switches                      
can be repurposed at the new location. 

	 	 Nea has two SonicWALL NSA 2400MX firewall/router units.                                          

	 	 ACLC has one SonicWALL NSA 2400 firewall/router unit.                                          

	 Proposed action:	 Use one of Nea’s SonicWALLs as the new primary firewall/router at Woodstock.               
Use the other SonicWALL as the new secondary firewall/router at Woodstock. 
Configure automatic failover from one to the other, if possible. 

	 	 Sell ACLC’s SonicWALL.                                          

	 Time and cost estimates:	 4-8 hours to reconfigure the two SonicWALLs and multiple switches.   

Wireless network 

	 Background:	 Nea uses Cisco wireless controllers and wireless access points to provide wireless                      
connectivity at Upper Village and Lower Village. 

	 	 ACLC uses Meraki wireless access points to provide wireless connectivity.                                          
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	 	 These systems are mutually incompatible and could not easily be combined in close                                          
physical proximity. 

	 Proposed action:	 Sell Nea’s Cisco wireless controllers and wireless access points. Josh has already               
identified a potential buyer for this equipment. 

	 	 Move ACLC’s Meraki hardware to Woodstock and reconfigure for CLCS wireless                                          
access. 

	 	 Buy more Meraki access points to cover additional rooms as necessary.                                          

	 Time and cost estimates:	 2-4 hours to reconfigure ACLC’s Meraki network for CLCS.   

	 	 About $1200 per additional access point needed, plus cost of professional                                          
mounting to the wall or ceiling. 

Directory Services — Open Directory, Active Directory, and Google Apps 

	 Background:	 Nea uses Open Directory, which is Apple’s server software that allows central                      
authentication of learners on cart laptops. Only the learner laptops are bound to 
Open Directory. The facilitator laptops use standard local logins only. 

	 	 Nea staff don’t have access to reset passwords on Open Directory.                                          

	 	 ACLC uses Active Directory, which is Microsoft’s server software that allows central                                          
authentication of learners on cart laptops. Facilitator laptops are also bound to 
Active Directory. 

	 	 ACLC staff (Kira) does have access to reset passwords in Active Directory.                                          

	 	 In addition, both ACLC and Nea use Google Apps to authenticate to learner and                                          
facilitator email accounts and log into Chromebooks. 

	 Proposed action:	 (We are assuming that Nea and ACLC will keep their existing directory and email               
domain names (alamedaclc.org and neaclc.org), and will not be combining. ) 

	 	 We propose using a service called Okta to unify all the above services under a                                          
single, centrally managed umbrella. ACLC and Nea staff would have access to Okta 
for resetting learner passwords, and these passwords would propagate all the way 
down the chain to Open Directory, Active Directory, and Google. 

	 	 Okta would save a huge amount of time on both the IT side and the facilitator side,                                          
as it would greatly streamline and centralize many administrative processes that 
must currently be done in a very decentralized and tedious way. 

	 Time and cost estimates:	 $46,172 per year for 820 accounts on the Okta directory sync service. (A discount   
is available if a multi-year commitment is made.) 

	 	 4-6 hours to import accounts list into Okta, once received from CLCS.                                          

	 	 4-8 hours to synchronize Okta with Active Directory and create sharepoints.                                          

	 	 8-16 hours to bind Open Directory to Active Directory and configure settings.                                          

	 	 4-8 hours to synchronize Okta with Google Apps.                                          
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http://alamedaclc.org
http://neaclc.org


Learner computers and labs 

	 Background:	 Nea currently uses a combination of Macs and Chromebooks in mobile carts.                      

	 	 ACLC uses a combination of Chromebooks and PCs in mobile carts.                                          

	 	 ACLC also uses ASUS thin-clients, which have historically been a large hassle to                                          
administer. 

	 Proposed action:	 Properly recycle ACLC’s thin clients and repurpose the servers they connect to.               

	 	 Nea and ACLC will continue using existing computers in labs and carts, and may                                          
augment with additional Chromebooks. 

	 	 Nea and ACLC cart laptops will probably require reimaging in order to work properly                                          
on the new combined network. 

	 	 Nea iPads will also require reimaging and reconfiguration.                                          

	 	 ACLC facilitators can gather up the thin clients and recycle them, to save Linde                                          
Group time. 

	 Time and cost estimates:	 24 hours to reimage Nea’s cart Macs. (About 6-8 hours per cart.)   

	 	 4 hours to reimage Nea’s iPads.                                          

	 	 Additional 30 Chromebooks for ACLC, already approved by Patti.                                          

	 	 Time to reimage ACLC’s carts — TBD.                                          

Facilitator computers 

	 Background:	 Nea uses 3-5 year old MacBooks and MacBook Pros for facilitator laptops. They                      
are not bound to a central directory system. 

	 	 ACLC uses Macs and PCs of various ages for facilitator laptops. They are bound to                                          
Active Directory. 

	 Proposed action:	 Continue as-is, but replace facilitator Macs with Chromebooks as they fail.               

	 Time and cost estimates:	 Zero time, zero costs.   

Hardware asset tagging 

	 Background:	 Nea has asset tags with “Nea” on them. ACLC does not have asset tags.                      

	 Proposed action:	 We could take one of two actions:               

	 	 1) Nea continues to use the “Nea” asset tags, and ACLC buys their own.                                          
2) Start using “CLCS” asset tags for both schools. 

	 Time and cost estimates:	 TBD — Not significant.   

Backup of important data 

	 Background:	 Both Nea’s and ACLC’s servers are backed up onsite, because it would be                      
irresponsible not to. 

	 	 Neither Nea nor ACLC back up facilitator or learner laptops.                                          
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	 Proposed action:	 Implement a solution that will centrally back up facilitator laptops, together with               
school servers. This solution should provide both onsite and offsite storage of 
important data. 

	 	 In addition, Patti should meet with Peter and Lynn to discuss backup practices and                                          
disaster recovery planning. 

	 Time and cost estimates:	 12 Linde Group hours, plus $6000, broken down as follows:   

	 	 4 hours to set up the onsite backup server.                                           
2 hours to set up the offsite backup server.  
2 hours to deliver and configure the offsite backup server in its offsite location. 
4 hours to work with facilitators to install and log into backup software. 

	 	 $1000 for an onsite backup server.                                           
$1000 for an offsite backup server. 
$4000 per year for CrashPlan PROe backup software. 

 

 
Immediate next steps 
1. Patti will review this document and propose changes to the Linde Group, if needed. 

2. The Linde Group will make revisions and return revised document. 

3. Once the document is final, Prema will schedule the Linde Group team onsite based on the time estimates 
above. Chris will purchase items as required by the onsite consultants, according to the cost estimates above.
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Basic Hardware Inventory — Nea 

2 SonicWALL firewalls/routers — Will be moved and reused 
at new Woodstock location. Will need significant reconfiguration. 

2 Mac Mini servers and associated equipment — One will 
become master Open Directory server at new Woodstock 
location. The other will continue acting as the Munki central 
software update server. Both will need significant reconfiguration. 

1 Xserve from upper village — Will be recycled, not moved. 

1 Cisco wireless controller — Will be sold, not moved. 

10 Cisco wireless access points and PoE injectors — Will 
be sold, not moved. 

Mac laptop mobile carts — Will be moved and reused at the 
new Woodstock location. The Macs will need to be reimaged and 
rejoined to the new CLCS wireless network. 

iPad/Chromebook carts — Will be moved and reused at the 
new Woodstock location. They will need to be rejoined to the 
new CLCS wireless network. 

UPS units in server room — Will be moved and reused at new 
Woodstock location.

Basic Hardware Inventory — ACLC 

1 SonicWALL firewall/router — Will be sold, not moved. 

3 Dell PowerConnect 48-port switches — Will be moved and 
reused at Woodstock. 

2 Dell PowerConnect 24-port switches — Will be moved and 
reused at Woodstock. 

There might be other switches around campus that can be 
reused at Woodstock too. 

5 Windows Servers — Will be moved and reused at 
Woodstock. 

UPS units in server room — Will be moved and reused at 
Woodstock. 

ASUS thin clients — Will be recycled, not moved.


